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A MOST REMARKABLE FAMILY
2014-06-06

on a cold day on the thirtieth of january 1649 in london an anonymous executioner severed the head of king charles i of england the watching crowds had
very mixed feelings about this regicide but oliver cromwell s troops kept order and eventually the crowd dispersed stunned by this momentous event in
english history which left the country in turmoil amongst the crowd that day were a father of fifty nine years and his three sons this moment in history
was to change their lives who were this family where had they come from what would become of them the answer to these questions would lead us back
to king robert the bruce of scotland forward to our own queen of the united kingdom and the commonwealth and would also greatly influence much of
american history

Some Letters, Containeing [sic], an Account of what Seemed Most Remarkable in
Switzerland, Italy, &c
1687

new mexico has not always been the land of enchantment it was shaped into the great state that it is today by remarkable people throughout history more
than petticoats remarkable new mexico women describes the lives of female teachers writers entrepreneurs and artists who helped to create the state of
new mexico and change the face of american history

More Than Petticoats: Remarkable New Mexico Women, 2nd
2012-03-06

remarkable discoveries shows how scientists have made great discoveries that have pushed back the frontiers of knowledge and have changed the way
we look at the world frank ashall scientist and writer takes us on a magical mystery tour of eighteen major scientific discoveries electricity x rays dna
fingerprinting and the big bang are but a few of the achievements on which the author writes we delve into the world of the researcher and experience
the excitement as each discovery is unfolded can we thank chance or just intelligence and hard work for the scientists success the personalities the trials
the triumphs are all here remarkable discoveries takes the reader on an exhilarating tour through some of the major scientific discoveries that have
benefited humanity

Remarkable Discoveries!
1996-06-27

moving portraits of fourteen independent women who helped make ohio what it is today ohio s remarkable women daughters wives sisters and mothers
who shaped history profiles the lives of the state s most important historical figures women from across ohio from many different backgrounds and from
various walks of life with enduring strength and compassion these remarkable women broke through social cultural and political barriers to make
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contributions to society that still have an impact today meet the first circuit court judge florence ellinwood allen a pioneer in the field of law newbery
award winning children s book author lois lenski whose numerous books continue to inspire young readers educator hallie q brown past president of
wilberforce university and legendary pioneer annie oakley champion markswoman and beloved performer

Ohio's Remarkable Women
2015-11-01

senior pastor brady boyd draws parallels between the early church at corinth and today s culture to illustrate how christians can stay true to their beliefs
and live a loving and faith filled life demonstrating a new way to interact with the modern world lead pastor of new life church brady boyd encourages us
to look beyond the archetypical pitfalls christians historically have fallen victim to instigators hold an us against you outlook towards anyone whose
beliefs differ from theirs isolators go into holy hiding and choose to associate exclusively with those who think like them and integrators slide so
seamlessly into the surrounding culture that they become ingrained in it instead in this rousing work boyd lays out an approach for christian readers to
live out their faith by using the teachings of paul publishers weekly through paul s teachings boyd shows us how we can not only learn to hear the word
but also live it reclaiming the peace the freedom and the joy that we lost by imitating the modern world remarkable reminds us that by embracing the
vision paul held for followers of god we can begin leading truly remarkable lives by letting love guide us every step of the way

Visits to Remarkable Places
1842

old lyme s illustrious history owes much to innovative women suffragist katharine ludington was co founder of the league of women voters in the 1830s
phoebe griffin noyes started a school for art and general subjects at the turn of the twentieth century florence griswold welcomed the artists of the lyme
art colony by creating the birthplace of american impressionism by world war ii teddy kenyon had made her mark as a test pilot old lyme s artistic
tradition was continued by elisabeth gordon chandler who founded the lyme academy college of fine arts in 1976 authors michaelle pearson and jim
lampos honor the women whose triumphs made old lyme the popular summer resort and artists colony it is today

Remarkable Adventures and Unrevealed Mysteries
1863

in these lively and informative interviews noted ethnohistorian and international consultant joëlle rostkowski brings to light major developments in the
native american experience over the last thirty years overcoming hardships they have experienced as the forgotten minority often torn between two
cultures these prominent native writers artists journalists activists lawyers and museum administrators each have made remarkable contributions
towards the transformation of old stereotypes the fight against discrimination and the sharing of their heritage with mainstream society theirs is a story
not so much of success but of resilience of survivance with each interview subject having marked their time and eventually becoming the change they
wanted in the world the conversations in this volume reveal that the assertion of ethnic identity does not lead to bitterness and isolation but rather an
enthusiasm and drive toward greater visibility and recognition that at the same time aims at a greater understanding between different cultures
conversations with remarkable native americans rewards the reader with a deeper understanding of the native american renaissance
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Remarkable
2020-08-04

in this book ashley lear examines the relationship between two pioneers of american literature who broke the mold for women writers of their time
pulitzer prize winning novelists marjorie kinnan rawlings and ellen glasgow had divergent careers in different locations rawlings in backcountry florida
and glasgow in urban virginia yet their correspondence on life and writing reveals one of the great literary friendships of the south rawlings felt such
admiration for glasgow that she spent the last year of her life compiling materials for glasgow s biography a work she never completed lear draws on the
documents rawlings collected about glasgow rawlings s personal notes and letters between the two writers to describe the experiences that brought
them together lear shows that rawlings and glasgow shared a love of nature and social activism had complex relationships with their parents and siblings
and prioritized their professional lives over romantic attachments they were both classified as writers of regional works and juvenilia by critics and lear
traces their discussions about how to respond to the opinions of book reviewers both were also forced to confront a new quickly modernizing america
which at times clashed with their traditional values and naturalistic lifestyles this is a fascinating portrait of a friendship that sustained two women
writers in a time of social upheaval and changing norms in the american south

Celebrated Trials of All Countries ; and Remarkable Cases of Criminal Jurisprudence
1836

more than petticoats remarkable colorado women 2nd edition celebrates the women who shaped the centennial state short illuminating biographies and
archival photographs and paintings tell the stories of women from across the state who served as teachers writers entrepreneurs and artists

Two remarkable Signs of the Times, viewed in connexion with prophecy. First, Reasons for
believing the death of the Duke of Orleans to be the first thunder; Second, An account of the
West London Synagogue of British Jews. ... Forming an Appendix to the third edition of “A
Dissertation on the Prophetic Scriptures.”
1842

in eighteenth century america information about a woman s life and accomplishments was very difficult to discover but some woman were avid letter
writers or devoted journal keepers and thankfully some of those letters and journals were saved these woman include mary gray bidwell a quiet country
woman who had a front row seat on the war and the formation of the new nation elizabeth edwards burr whose husband founded princeton university and
her son was the second vice president of the united states and tried for treason lavinia deane fisk widowed during the revolutionary war her second
marriage triggered a fire storm that led to a revolutionary war in the congregational church the widow bingham who fought to live as a man becoming
the first woman to have a tavern license build a business substantial enough to send her son to college and serve on formerly all male civic committees
abigail williams sergeant dwight a tory the story of the royalists during the war is not often told the war years changed the lives of each of these women
and perhaps their lives changed our new country
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Turkish Evening Entertainments. The Wonders of Remarkable Incidents and the Rarities of
Anecdotes ... Translated from the Turkish by John P. Brown
1850

the life of charles peace the career of robert butler m derues dr castaing professor webster the mysterious mr holmes the widow gras vitalis and marie
boyer the fenayrou case eyraud and bompard

La belle assemblée: being a curious collection of some very remarkable incidents which
happen'd to persons of the first quality in France ... The fifth edition. [Translated by Eliza
Haywood?]
1743

throughout the bird world examples of strange and seemingly inexplicable behaviours abound for example why do male fairywrens bring flowers to
females as a nuptial gift in the pre dawn darkness especially when the gift givers are not the official mates of the females concerned but visitors and
furthermore they may give these gifts in full view of the official mate why do gangs of white winged choughs kidnap their neighbours fledglings and then
keep them in their gang which bird is so big strong and fierce that stories abound of it killing humans this book looks at accounts of murderous
cassowaries and explains just what might have happened what happens in an albatross divorce this book divides the world by continent and takes a
series of extraordinary stories from each to illustrate a great diversity of bird behaviour each continent will have around five or six stories each described
in 1500 to 2000 words and examining the truths and the mythology behind each example an intriguiguing book from an author with an ability to engage
with his audience

La Belle assemblée: being a curious collection of some very remarkable incidents which
happen'd to persons of the first quality in France ... Adorn'd with copper-plates. The seventh
edition
1754

designed to meet the needs of students teachers practitioners and researchers this fascinating and insightful contemporary text is from an author who is
a research scholar in the area of leadership gender and organizational studies the book provides a firm grounding in theory driven by mixed methods
research including the inquiry into leadership behaviors in india it uniquely addresses two profound changes taking place in the 21st century namely the
explosion of interest in the leadership of india s growing service industry and secondly the emergence in the leadership of women in service sectors of
india globalization demands the reliance on effective organizational leadership and women s leadership in india specifically has long gone unexamined
this book brings the understanding of this remarkable leadership of women to life through the use of case studies that capture their extraordinary real
lives and a survey of their team members remarkable contributions india s women leaders and management practices is drawn from the author s funded
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research on leadership behaviors women in management and organizations key features boxed inserted case examples illustrate key concepts and
methodological findings exposing the readers to a variety of applications of leadership behaviors multiple research methods such as the survey in depth
interviews and case studies build upon the content of the book to examine leadership behaviors and styles in india a diverse leadership study offers
suggestions and information based on the author s successful experiences in conducting the studies with experts in the field both in india and abroad a
review of studies strengthens the methodological instruction order to aid the research findings exclusive survey responses from the leader s team
members on their perceptions of women leaders in india cross cultural context of leadership covered through reviewing international studies on work
cultures and environments

Some Letters, Containing an Acccount of what Seemed Most Remarkable in Travelling
Through Switzerland, Italy, Some Parts of Germany, &tc. in the Years 1685. and 1686
1687

the untold story of the extraordinary mother and daughter who brought emily dickinson s genius to light despite emily dickinson s world renown the story
of the two women most responsible for her initial posthumous publication mabel loomis todd and her daughter millicent todd bingham has remained in
the shadows of the archives a rich and compelling portrait of women who refused to be confined by the social mores of their era after emily explores
mabel and millicent s complex bond as well as the powerful literary legacy they shared mabel s tangled relationships with the dickinsons including a
thirteen year extramarital relationship with emily s brother austin roiled the small town of amherst massachusetts after emily s death mabel s connection
to the family and reputation as an intelligent artistic and industrious woman in her own right led her to the enormous trove of poems emily left behind so
began the herculean task of transcribing editing and promoting emily s work a task that would consume and complicate the lives of both mabel and her
daughter as the popularity of the poems grew legal issues arose between the dickinson and todd families dredging up their scandals the affair the
ownership of emily s poetry and the right to define the so called belle of amherst utilizing hundreds of overlooked letters and diaries to weave together
the stories of three unstoppable women julie dobrow explores the intrigue of emily dickinson s literary beginnings after emily sheds light on the
importance of the earliest editions of emily s work including the controversial editorial decisions made to introduce her singular genius to the world and
reveals the surprising impact mabel and millicent had on the poet we know today

Remarkable Women of Old Lyme
2015-05-04

this revised collection of documents provides a large and colorful slice of colonial life between 1608 and 1767 newly augmented with documents on the
southern colonies african americans and women

Conversations with Remarkable Native Americans
2012-02-14

remarkable world travels is an exciting description of places cultural events and other interesting things to do as you travel around the world an overview
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of the world is presented life in europe describes many countries such as great britain france the netherlands spain portugal greece lichtenstein belgium
norway sweden and finland a tour to hong kong and mainland china will enlighten you about asia adventures in the south pacific reveals life in
micronesia the ha waiian islands and papua new guinea you will learn about landscapes cities and cultural experiences in russia alaska is the largest
state in america you will learn about different alaskan indians who settled in alaska many thousands of years ago canada is east of alaska canada is the
second largest country in the world travel to california on the west coast of america to find out about contrasting landscapes major cities special events
and activities there you will continue to travel through oregon arizona montana to new york city in new york state steve omar has described his personal
travels to hawaii indonesia bali india egypt the middle east kashmir mexico and south america he has focused on how to travel inexpensively to cut costs
steve ex perienced many adventures and some dangers remarkable world travels is an adventurous travelogue which will awaken you about many
worthwhile places to travel to in the world enjoy this book s vivid descriptions of many places and cultures in the world

The Remarkable Kinship of Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings and Ellen Glasgow
2018-06-26

the area between the great lakes and lake winnipeg bounded on the north by the hudson bay lowlands is sometimes known as the petit nord providing a
link between the cities of eastern canada and the western interior the petit nord was a critical communication and transportation hub for the north
american fur trade for over 200 years although new diseases had first arrived in the new world in the 16th century by the end of the 17th century shorter
transoceanic travel time meant that a far greater number of diseases survived the journey from europe and were still able to infect new communities
these acute directly transmitted infectious diseases including smallpox influenza and measles would be responsible for a monumental loss of life and
would forever transform north american aboriginal communities historical geographer paul hackett meticulously traces the diffusion of these diseases
from europe through central canada to the west significant trading gatherings at sault ste marie the trade carried throughout the petit nord by hudson
bay company ships and the travel nexus at the red river settlement all provided prime breeding ground for the introduction incubation and transmission
of acute disease hackettís analysis of evidence in fur trade journals and oral history combined with his study of the diffusion behaviour and
characteristics of specific diseases yields a comprehensive picture of where when and how the staggering impact of these epidemics was felt

More Than Petticoats: Remarkable Colorado Women
2012-01-24

The Furlongs
2014

A Collection of Useful, Interesting, and Remarkable Events
1825
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Remarkable Characters and Places of the Holy Land
1867

Homes and Haunts of the Wise and Good, Or, Visits to Remarkable Places in English History
and Literature
1859

Travels in the Thirteenth Century Being a Description of Remarkable Places and Things in
the Eastern Parts of the World Transl. from the Italien with Notes by William Marsden with
a Map
1818

Remarkable Women of New England
2016-01-15

A Book of Remarkable Criminals
2015-11-07

Tales of Remarkable Birds
2015-03-12

Remarkable Contributions
2014-06-02
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After Emily: Two Remarkable Women and the Legacy of America's Greatest Poet
2018-10-30

The History and Remarkable Life of the Truly Honourable Colonel Jaque
1740

The Local Historian's Table Book of Remarkable Occurences, Historical Facts, Traditions,
Legendary and Descriptive Ballads &c., &c. Connected with the Counties of Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, Northumberland, and Durham
1842

English Causes Célèbres, Or, Reports of Remarkable Trials
1840

Indian Captivities, Being a Collection of the Most Remarkable Narratives of Persons Taken
Captive by the North American Indians... to which are Added, Notes, Historical,
Biographical, &c
1839

Remarkable Providences
1991-06-18
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A Collection of the most remarkable Trials of persons for High-Treason, Murder, Heresy ...
1735

Remarkable Apparitions and Ghost
1848

Recent Remarkable Discoveries in Central Africa
1867

Remarkable World Travels
2009-10

A Very Remarkable Sickness
2002-12-04

Descriptive and Historical Notices of Some Remarkable Northumbrian, Castles, Churches,
and Antiquities ...
1850

Some Remarkable Passages of the Life and Death of Mr. Alexander Peden
1778
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